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It is proved that if f is a perfect map of X onto a metrizable space, and if {W;,} is a sequence 
of collections of open sets in X. then there exists a perfect mapping p of X onto a metric space 
which is a factor off, and for each fiber P of p and for each n, if P is covered by Up,,, then P is 
contained in some W in W,,. This result is applied to show that a perfect image of a tech-analytic 
space is tech-analytic if metrizable. 
proJectIons along separable metrtc spaces 
1. Refinements of perfect maps 
The result of this section was discovered when the author was trying to solve 
some problems in the theory of tech-analytic spaces, see Sections 2 and 3 for details. 
By a space we shall mean a Hausdorff completely regular space. Recall that a 
perfect map f of X onto Y is a continuous, closed (images of closed sets are closed) 
map such that the fibers off (i.e. the preimages of points) are compact. Thus p is 
perfect iff p is continuous and the multifunctionf-’ : Y --, X is upper semi-continuous 
and compact-valued. The basic properties of perfect maps are usually used without 
any reference. This is the case when the proofs are routine. However, one remark 
may be useful. 
Let f, p, q be surjective maps such that f= q 0 p. If p and q are continuous, then 
f is perfect iff both p and q are perfect. If two of the three maps are perfect, then 
so is the third one. 
Iff is a map we denote by Fib(f) the set of all fibers of$ Assume that f and p 
are two perfect maps of X onto some spaces. Then J‘= q 0 p for some q iff Fib(p) 
refines Fib(f) (i.e. each fiber of p is contained in some fiber off). Now we are 
ready to formulate the main result. 
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Theorem 1.1. Let f be a perfect map of X onto a metric space, and let {TV”} be a 
sequence of collections of open sets in X. There exists a perfect mapping p of X onto 
a metric space such that Fib(p) refines Fib( f ), and for each n E w, and for each fiber 
P of p it holds that if P is covered by W,,, then P is contained in some member of ‘IV”. 
In the case when each W,, is an open cover of X, we obtain the following 
well-known result. 
Corollary 1.2. If f is a perfect mapping of X onto a metric space and if {W”} is a 
sequence of open covers of X, then there exists a perfect mapping p of X onto a metric 
space such that Fib(p) refines Fib(f) and all W”. 
For some calculations (not in this paper) it may be useful to formulate Theorem 
1.1 in the following way. 
Theorem 1.3. Let @ be an upper semi-continuous compact-valued map of a metric 
space X onto a space Y, and let {ti%u,} be a sequence of collections of open sets in Y. 
There exists a perfect map g of a metrizable space Z onto X, and an upper semi- 
continuous compact-valued map V of Z onto Y such that 
(a) @= Tog-‘, 
(b) for each n and for each z E Z if ?Pz c U Ou,, then ly, c U for some U in a,. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3 using Theorem 1.1. It is well known that 0 can be written in 
the form h of -I, where f is perfect, and h is a continuous map. For example, one 
can take for f and h the restrictions to the graph of 0 of the projections of X x Y 
to X or Y, respectively. Put 
and apply Theorem 1.1 to f to obtain perfect maps p and g such that g 0 p =A and 
p satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 1.1. Put 
rY = h 0 p-‘. 
Clearly (a) and (b) in Theorem 1.3 are satisfied. Cl 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Recall that if {h, 1 a E A} is any family of continuous maps of X into spaces, and 
if one of the maps is perfect, then the reduced product (called sometimes the 
diagonal product) h of {h,}, defined by hx = { h,x 1 a E A}, is perfect in the sense that 
h :X + h[X] is perfect. 
The proof is given in two steps. The first one is formulated as follows. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let { W,} be a sequence of collections of open sets in X. For each perfect 
mapping h of X onto a metrizable space there exists a perfect mapping h* of X onto 
a metrizable space such that Fib(h*) refines Fib(h), and for each n 
U{PIPEFib(h), PcU W”} 
c U {U <Q! QE Fib(h*), Q= WI WE WJ. (*I 
Proof. Assume that for each n there exists a perfect mapping h, of X onto a 
metrizable space such that Fib(h,) refines Fib(h), and has the property 
U{PIPEFib(h),PcUW”} 
c u{u CQjQe Fib(k), Qc WI/ WE w,l. (**) 
If h* is the reduced product of {h,}, then self-evidently h*: X + h*[X] satisfies 
the required inclusion (*) for each n. Hence, given n in w, we have to construct h, 
satisfying (**). Fix n in w, and write W for W”. Since h is closed, the set 
U={ylh-‘ycu W} (=lJ{PIPEFib(h),PcU W)) 
is open in the range of h, hence a cozero set because of metrizability, and hence 
V= h-‘[ U] is a cozero set in X. Choose a bounded nonnegative continuous 
real-valued function g on X such that V is the cozero set of g. 
Since h is perfect, necessarily the restriction h : V+ U is perfect because V= 
h-‘[ U], and hence, since U is pa&compact, necessarily V is paracompact. Hence 
we can take a partition of unity {k,) WE W} on V which is subordinated to the 
trace of W on V such that the cozero set of k, is contained in W. The map 
k: V+I,(W) 
is continuous, where I,(W) is the I, space with index set W. 
It follows that the map 
{x+{g. k,,rl WE W}}: V+l,(W) 
is continuous, and finally, if we extend this map to X by defining the value to be 
zero for x in X\ V, we obtain a continuous map k’ of X into I,(W). In fact, if k;Y 
is obtained by extending g * k, to X by defining the value to be 0 for x E X\ V, then 
k’= {k’,J WE W}. 
Let h, be the reduced product of h and k’. Self-evidently Fib(h,) refines Fib(h), 
and it remains to check (**). 
Assume that PE Fib(h), P c IJ W”, and take any point s in P Choose a W in 
Cccr, such that k,x#O. Clearly the fiber Q of h, which contains x is contained in 
the cozero set of kw, and hence in W. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Under the assumption on h and {W”} in Theorem 1.1, we 
construct a sequence { fk} of perfect maps of X onto metric spaces by defining f0 =A 
fk+, = (fr)*, where (fk)* is any h” from Lemma 2.1 corresponding to h =fk. Let p 
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be the reduced product of {fk} considered as a surjective map. Then p is perfect, 
Fib(p) refines each Fib(&+,), and Fib(&+,) always refines Fib(f,). Finally assume 
that a fiber P of p is contained in some lJ 74f”. For each k there exists exactly one 
fiber Pk of fk such that Pk 1 P Clearly {&} is a decreasing sequence of compact 
sets with 
P=n{P,IkEo}. 
Since P is contained in the open set iJ w,,, necessarily some Pk is contained in 
that set, and then, by the 
concludes the proof. Cl 
choice of fk+, Pk+, is contained in some W in ‘JV,. This 
3. tech-analytic spaces 
Recall that a space X is called tech-complete if X is a Gs in some, and then 
any, compactification of X. Without any reference we shall use the basic properties, 
in particular, the class of tech-complete spaces is closed under taking closed 
subspaces, Ga subspaces, images and preimages under perfect maps, and countable 
products. 
A space X will be called tech-analytic if X is the projection of a tech-complete 
space along the space Z = w” of irrational numbers (or any separable metrizable 
space). Fremlin, who introduced the concept, proved in [l] that the following two 
conditions on X are equivalent: 
(a) For some, and then any, compactification K of X there exists a set G c K x L 
which projects onto X, and G is the intersection of a closed set with a Gs set in K x I. 
(b) For some, and then any, compactification K of X, X is a Suslin set derived 
from Bore1 sets in K. 
It is clear that (a) is equivalent to our definition of Tech-analyticity of X. Condition 
(b) was independently used in [93. We shall not use the description in (a) and (b) 
in this paper. 
It is clear that the class of tech-analytic spaces is closed under projections along 
separable metrizable spaces. Suslin sets derived from tech-analytic subspaces, 
countable products and perfect pre-images. The theory of tech-analytic spaces and 
some of its subclasses is developed in [ 1,2], in lectures of the present author at the 
Colloquium on Topology, Eger, August 1983 and at the semester of topology, Banach 
Centre, April 1984. (A selection of these results is announced in [5,6].) 
I do not know whether perfect images of Tech-analytic spaces are tech-analytic. 
This is a basic question because the affirmative answer would imply that if X and 
K\X are tech-analytic in some compactification K of X, then X and K\X are 
Tech-analytic for each compactification K of X; this would make useful the notion 
of “bi-tech-analytic”. Our result reads: 
Theorem 3.1. The image of a tech-analytic space under a perfect mapping is tech- 
analytic if metrizable. 
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There is a nice class of tech-analytic spaces which is easily proved to be closed 
under perfect images. Call a space X C’-tech-analytic if it is the projection of a 
closed Tech-complete subspace of X x 2” where 2’~ 2. One obtains the definition 
of C-tech analytic spaces for I’= 2. It is easy to check: 
Proposition 3.2. The classes of C-tech-analytic and C-tech-analytic spaces are closed 
under formation of perfect images. 
Proof. Let f be a perfect map of X onto Y, and let X be C’-tech-analytic. Choose 
a closed tech-complete C c X x 2’ which projects onto X. Let D be the image of 
C under the perfect map f x i, where i is the identity on E’. Clearly D is a closed 
Tech-complete subspace of Y x 1’ which projects onto Y. •1 
For _E’= 1 we obtain a proof for C-tech-analytic spaces. 
Observe that in the proof we used the fact that the restriction of a perfect map 
to a closed subspace is perfect to conclude that D is tech-complete. 
Let us mention the following example of C-tech-analytic spaces. 
Proposition 3.3. If X is a Suslin set (derived from the closed sets) in a tech-complete 
space (equivalently:X is the intersection of a G6 and a Suslin set in some, and then 
any, compactification of X, see [3]), then X is a C-tech-analytic space. 
Proof. If X is Suslin in a tech-complete space G, then some closed set C in G x 1 
projects onto X. Thus C is a closed tech-complete subspace of G x 1, and hence, 
OfXXZ. q 
Observation 3.4. If X is metrizable, then the following four statements are equivalent: 
(a) X is tech-analytic: 
(b) X is C’-tech-analytic; 
(c) X is C-tech-analytic; 
(d) X is Suslin in some, and then any, completion of X. 
Proof. Self-evidently (b) implies (a), (a) implies (b), and it follows from Proposition 
3.3 that (d) implies (c). It remains to show that (a) implies (c) with “any”. Assume 
that Y is a completion of X, and let C be a tech-complete subspace of Xx1 
which projects onto X. Since Y x 2 is metrizable, C is a G, in Y x 1, hence a Suslin 
set in Y x .Z, and hence the projection of C along 1 is a Suslin set in Y. c 
Corollary 3.5. If a tech-analytic space X admits a perfect mapping onto a metrizable 
space, then the perfect images of X are C-tech-analytic (in fact, of the form described 
in Proposition 3.3 with G paracompact; that is analytic in the sense of [7, 81). 
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Proof. Assume that a tech-analytic space X admits a perfect mapping onto a metric 
space Y. By Theorem 3.1 the space Y is tech-analytic. Now the results follow 
immediately from Proposition 3.3 and Observation 3.4. Cl 
Corollary 3.5 shows that Theorem 1.1 does not say much about the problem of 
preservation of Tech-analyticity under perfect mappings. In fact, Theorem 3.1 says 
that if a tech-analytic space X admits a perfect mapping onto a metric space, then 
X is an analytic space in the sense of [7,8]; of course, this does not seem to be an 
easy result. Recall that an analytic, even a countable space, need not admit a perfect 
mapping onto a metric space. 
For the proof of Theorem 3.1 we shall need the following result which depends 
on Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 3.6. Assume that f is a perfect map of X onto a metrizable space. Let S be 
a separable metrizable space, and let C be a GS in the closure of C in X x S such that 
C projects onto X. Then there exists a perfect map p of X onto a metrizable space M 
such that Fib(p) refines Fib(f), and the set 
projects onto M. 
We shall prove Theorem 3.6 in Section 4, and then Theorem 3.1 will be proved 
in Section 5. The reader may find it useful to read Section 5 before starting to read 
Section 4. 
Remark 3.7. Fremlin proved the following useful result in [2]: Let f be a perfect 
map of a tech-analytic space X onto a Hausdorff space Y, and let J be a a-ideal 
of exp Y such that whenever ‘?f is a collection of open sets in Y, then (lJ S ‘\lJ VO) E J 
for some countable oCrOc ‘Ir. Then there exists an w-analytic X, c X such that 
( Y\flX,l) E J. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3.6 
4.1. Assume that f is a perfect mapping of X onto a metrizable space, and let S 
be a separable metrizable space. Asume that C c X x S is G, in c and projects 
onto X. Take a G& set C in X x S such that C = G n c, and a sequence {U,} of 
open sets in X x S such that G is the intersection of { U,}. Finally, take a countable 
open base {Ok 1 k E w} for S. For each n and k in w define 
U”,=u{v~vo pen in X, VX Cl,, c CJ,}. 
Thus 
U,=U{U,,,xO~~k~~} foreachn. 
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4.2. Arrange all finite subfamilies of { U,, 1 n, k E w} in a sequence { %> ]j E w} and 
apply Theorem 1.1. Thus there exists a perfect mapping p : X + M such that Fib(p) 
refines Fib(f), and for each fiber P of p, and for each j in w, if P is covered by 
Wj, then P is contained in some member of wj. To prove that p has the required 
property it is enough to show that the set 
projects onto M, because A is obviously contained in the set in Theorem 3.6. 
4.3. Assume that P is a fiber of p such that for each s in S either 
Px{s}g G or (Px{s})nC=0. 
For each s in P choose an s(x) in S such that (x, S(X)) E C. By our assumption 
P x {s(x)} g G, and hence P x {s(x)} is not contained in some Un,.V,. Since (x, S(X))E 
u n(xI we can choose a neighborhood Okcx, of s(x) such that (x, S(I))E 
u n(x)k(r) x OL(.~). Thus x E ~n~x~~~x~ but P\ U,,(x,k(.Y, Z 0. Since P is compact, there 
exists a finite subset p of P such that 
p = u 1 U”(.X)k(.X, I x E PI. 
By our assumption on p, I!J~(~)~(.~) 3 P for some x E p, which contradicts our choice 
of ~,CX,kC,,. 
5. Proof of Theorem 3.1 
For the proof we need the following general result. We shall use the fact that the 
restriction of a perfect mapping h : 2 --, T to 2’~ 2 is perfect if either Z’ is closed 
in 2 or h-‘[h[Z’]] = Z’. 
Lemma 5.1. Let h : Z + T be a perfect mapping, and let C be a tech-complete subspace 
of Z. Then the subspace 
C’={t[0# (h-‘tn c)c C} 
of T is tech-complete. 
Proof. Let k be the restriction of h to a mapping of C onto h[C]. Clearly 
C’= k[C]\k[c\C]. 
Since k is closed, C’ is a Gs in k[c], and hence k-‘[C’] is a Gs in C by continuity 
of k. Since k-‘[ C’] c C, necessarily k-‘[ C’] is tech-complete as a Cd in a tech- 
complete space. Since the restriction of k to k-‘[C’] is perfect, the space C’ is 
tech-complete. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assume that f is a perfect mapping of a tech-analytic space 
X onto a metrizable space Y, and let C be a tech-complete subspace of X x 2 
which projects onto X. By Theorem 1.1 there exist a perfect mapping p of X onto 
a metrizable space M, and a perfect mapping q of A4 onto Y such that f= q 0 p, 
and the set 
projects onto M. By Lemma 2.1 the space C’ is tech-complete, and hence A4 is 
tech-analytic. Since M is metrizable, it follows from Observation 3.4 following 
Proposition 3.3 that M is tech-analytic, and hence Y is C-tech-analytic by 
Proposition 3.2. 0 
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